
                METECK ENGINEERING (INDIA) PVT. LTD. 

 

METECK ENGINEERING (INDIA) PVT. LTD. (MEIPL), a company pioneered in precision engineering work 

and largest manufacturers of powder compacting press in India for metallurgy industry. 

MEIPL combines over 20 years of experience in engineering and 

manufacturing, its traditional values and total quality management system 

(TQM) to give our customers the best of both the worlds. MEIPL has 

always emphasised in producing and providing good quality products to its 

end users. 

 

OUR PLANT MACHINERY:  

 

We have all types of machinery equipped with high precision cutting tools, We at MEIPL emphasis on 

quality at every step of the process of precision work and manufacturing products and are at par with 

the industry. Our Plant is equipped with machinery suitable for every job and skilled labours with 

devoted technical team to make the process on high productivity and less on cost for our clients. 

Some of our machineries are:  

 Precision Quality Lathes 

 Quality Milling Machines  

 Surface Grinder Machines 

 Radial Drilling Machines  

 Hack Saw Machines  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN 

 

MEIPL has necessary tool room machineries for various jobs pertaining to the 

required work with all equipment’s necessary. It also has various types of measuring 

instruments for in house quality check and has quality assurance plan setup 

department. The in house quality check has a quality steps to adhere to and has to 

follow a process of quality check for each job as per the clients’ requirement. We are 

more focused on providing better quality products than others and our 

dedicated team of in house testing department carries out these procedure as 

and when required, we also do testing facilities with other agencies as per the 

requirement of the clients’ and provide lab reports and test certificate with our 

quality assurance plan for each and every products. We at MEIPL always provide 

personalised attention irrespective of the size of the work and quality check at 

every level of work, from smallest work to large manufacturing we cater them 

all and give our clients’ a satisfactory result.   

 

OUR MAJOR CLIENTS: 

 

MEIPL has been a leader in providing quality goods with its TQM management techniques and has 

been constant on delivery to its customers and clients’. We at MEIPL emphasis more on value added 

services and quality adherence provides an excellent market position and provides our clients’ with a 

unique service dimension worldwide. Some of our Major clients are:    

 Voltas 

 Blue Star 

 Siemens   

 NTB ceramics  

 DNR ventures Pvt. Ltd. 

 Abbot 

 Venus Industries   

 Boots India Ltd. 

 Clariant color chem  

 

 
Registered Office and Works address: 8-A, United Industrial Area, near Devidayal company, Pokharan 
road no. 2, Thane (west) – 400 601, Maharashtra, India. 
Tel: 022 – 32902421 
Email: contact.us@meteck.co.in 
Web: www.meteck.co.in 


